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schott the crowning glory of bach s lifework in the field of sacred music and a universal
statement of christian faith reprinted from the authoritative bach gesellschaft edition includes
translation of text this volume contains six complete piano concertos in full score no 17 in g
major k 453 no 18 in b flat major k 456 no 19 in f major k 459 no 20 in d minor k 466 no 21 in c
major k 467 no 22 in e flat major k 482 also included are mozart s own cadenzas for nos 17 18
and 19 all six concertos are photographically reprinted from the breitkopf hartel printed text still
considered the standard authoritative edition for the mozart concertos noteheads in this edition
are large enough to be read easily and margins and spaces between staves permit written notes
harmonic analysis fingerings and running measure numbers since mozart s piano concertos are
frequently performed in concert and there are several recordings currently available for each of
these pieces this edition is extremely useful for study reference and enjoyment romance murder
and revenge mozart s masterpiece offers an ingenious blend of comic and tragic elements in
recounting the adventures of a dashing libertine reproduced from an authoritative early edition
it was in his monumental 12 london symphonies composed between 1791 and 1795 that haydn
shaped the early form of the symphony and set the standard for later composers according to
the new grove s dictionary of music and musicians the appeal of these works stems from their
stature as grand symphonies embodying a broader presentation of musical ideas and themes
and motifs of a basic simplicity and immediate appeal the present volume contains the last six
symphonies in the series including the lively military symphony no 100 the delightful clock
symphony no 101 and the world famous london symphony no 104 scores included in this volume
are symphony no 99 in e flat major symphony no 100 in g major military symphony no 101 in d
major the clock symphony no 102 in b flat major symphony no 103 in e flat major dumroll and
symphony no 104 in d major london the attractive qualities of these works have made them
perennial favorites with musicians and concertgoers for over two hundred years now music
lovers can study and enjoy the elegant structure and polished orchestration of these enduring
masterpieces in this authoritative full score edition unlike much of berlioz music this meditation
on the childhood of christ is restrained lyrical and delicate the three part work is scored for
seven solo voices chorus and orchestra combining dramatic action and theatricality with
philosophical reflection and moments of serene contemplation the singing text appears in french
and german newly and painstakingly engraved by ephraim hammett jones the second part of
this two volume urtext edition completes the sonata cycle with nos 10 18 and also features the
adagio in b minor k 540 dvorak s second set of slavonic dances was composed in response to a
request from his german publisher n simrock in the wake of the tremendous popularity of the
first set op 46 the brilliant orchestration of the melodious folk inspired dances did much to
establish dvorak s reputation as a major orchestral composer the new study score offered here
is a digitally enhanced reprint of the score first issued in 1955 as part of the dvorak complete
works by the czech state publishing house snklhu edited by otakar sourek available now for the
first time in an affordable easy to read size intimate melodic and full of rhythmic life these
works are reproduced from authoritative early scores selections include septet op 20 sextet op
71 sextet op 81b octet op 103 rondino woo25 more renowned for his talents as organist and
composer charles marie widor 1844 1937 was also a professor at the paris conservatoire where
his vast knowledge of counterpoint fugue and orchestration benefited such students as
honegger varèse milhaud and dupré in the course of his four decades of teaching at the
conservatoire he wrote this study of instrumentation the technique of the modern orchestra
which he viewed as a supplement to berlioz s celebrated but dated treatise on the same subject
full of insights and details not found in other manuals of instrumentation widor s 1904 text
presents a comprehensive catalog of the various abilities and qualities of all the orchestral
instruments it also features an abundance of practical advice regarding instrumental
combinations and relevant works to study this classic work represents an invaluable reference
for any student of orchestration specially arranged and edited by the esteemed musician
Giuseppe Buonamici: These pieces are all in simple keys and feature helpful notes on fingering. They provide excellent preparation for Bach's The Well-Tempered Clavier. This handsome affordable volume includes the overtures to the Flying Dutchman and Rienzi, the overture and introduction to Act III of Tannhäuser, the preludes to Acts I and III of Lohengrin, the preludes to Acts I and III of Tristan and Isolde, the prelude to Act I of Parsifal, and the prelude to Act I of Meistersinger. This practice and performance edition of one of the most beloved pieces in the modern violin repertoire contains a piano reduction and a separate insert for the violin part.

Series two of the excellent reprint of the Augener edition edited by Johannes Brahms and Friedrich Chrysander contains all of the 27 keyboard suites or ordres by the great French composer Louis Couperin. This compilation, which originally appeared in 1905, encompasses the musical wealth of a nation three of the most popular romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin, the work of 100 years and three generations of Archivists. This compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation. Three of the most popular Romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin.

The work of 100 years and three generations of Archivists, this compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation. Three of the most popular Romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin.

The work of 100 years and three generations of Archivists, this compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation. Three of the most popular Romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin.

The work of 100 years and three generations of Archivists, this compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation. Three of the most popular Romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin.

The work of 100 years and three generations of Archivists, this compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation. Three of the most popular Romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin.

The work of 100 years and three generations of Archivists, this compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation. Three of the most popular Romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 61, Mendelssohn Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E minor Opus 64, Tchaikovsky Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D major Opus 35. This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak, Humoresque, Schubert, Hungarian Dance No. 5 by Brahms, plus pieces by Elgar, Handel, Saint-Saëns, Schumann, and Mendelssohn. Others include Ordres 14, 27, plus 8 Preludes and Allemande from L'Art de Toucher le Clavecin.
winterreise along with the four songs of geistliche lieder and the beloved single songs la rose lob der thranen and die forelle these rare transcriptions offer a unique blending of classical inspiration with romantic virtuosity here liszt retained the intense lyricism and emotional impact of schubert s songs as he transformed them into dazzling compositions for solo piano for generations pianists and their audiences savored the rich rewards of liszt s memorable achievement even as the long awaited publication of this dover volume nineteen rare gems of the keyboard literature are once more available reproduced from extremely rare early editions series ii of excellent reprint of augener edition edited by brahms and chrysander contains ordes 14 27 plus 8 preludes and allemande from l art de toucher le clavecin complete score of the art of fugue plus extensive commentary features all 14 fugues plus the four canons the commentary outlines the fugues contrapuntal devices and offers keen observations on the composer s craftsmanship all 24 songs of schubert s great song cycle winterreise along with the 4 songs of geistliche lieder and the beloved single songs la rose die forelle and lob der thranen influential 18th century oratorio renowned for the beauty drama and brilliant originality of its arias duets and choruses authoritative german handel society edition text underlay in english and german complete reproductions of op 42 in d minor op 50 nos 1 6 the prussian quartets and op 54 nos 1 3 first set of tost quartets reproduced from the authoritative eulenburg edition ambitious in scale highly original in both content and design these popular works exhibit brahms s mastery of the concerto reproduced from an authoritative source perfect for rehearsals and recitals volume ii of this critically acclaimed three part collection features introductory text and performance notes to 30 scarlatti sonatas from sonata xxxi to sonata lx the works appear in chronological order and with kirkpatrick numbers this urtext edition preserves the sonatas original presentation save for the addition of accidentals and the inversion of treble and bass clefs in accordance with modern practices and ease of playing original compilation includes the famous orchestral interlude the flight of the bumblebee as well as the suite from the tale of tsar saltan additional selections include suites from the golden cockerel and christmas eve as well as dubinushka op 62 suite all are reproduced from authoritative sources four fantasies each with separate violin part carmen fantasy for violin and piano fantasia on themes from gounod s faust fantaisie sur la flute enchantee de mozart and fantasie brillante sur la marche et la romance d otello de rossini original collection features liszt s interpretations of his own totentanz plus saint saens danse macabre berlioz s dance of the sylphes from the damnation of faust weber s overtures to die freischutz and oberon and several other pieces this collection of 44 pieces spotlights the works of important russian composers who popularized their native folk music contributors include michael glinka alexander borodin modest Mussorgsky nikolas rimsky korsakov alexander scriabin and others long one of the most beloved concertos in the violin repertoire this work features important formal innovations edited by leopold auer this authoritative practice and performance edition includes a separate removable violin part the vtac eguide is the victorian tertiary admissions centre s annual guide to application for tertiary study scholarships and special consideration in victoria australia the eguide contains course listings and selection criteria for over 1 700 courses at 62 institutions including universities tafe institutes and independent tertiary colleges bach composed the first version of this piece in 1723 using the key of e flat major for the christmas vespers in leipzig which contained several christmas texts over the years he removed the christmas specific texts to make it suitable for year round performance and transposed it to d major providing better sonority for the three trumpets which is the standard version of the work encountered today the magnificat is divided into twelve parts which can be grouped into three movements each beginning with an aria and completed by the choir the four movements from the original version have been transposed to d major and inserted in their original order for those wishing to have the omitted christmas texts this newly engraved study score is based upon the composer s manuscript and other authoritative sources imslp page wikipedia article
Harpsichord Concerto No. 2 in C Major, Bwv 1061
1983-10
schott

Mass in B Minor in Full Score
2013-07-02

the crowning glory of bach's lifework in the field of sacred music and a universal statement of
christian faith reprinted from the authoritative bach gesellschaft edition includes translation of
text

Piano Concertos Nos. 17-22 in Full Score
1978-05-01

this volume contains six complete piano concertos in full score no 17 in g major k 453 no 18 in b
flat major k 456 no 19 in f major k 459 no 20 in d minor k 466 no 21 in c major k 467 no 22 in e
flat major k 482 also included are mozart's own cadenzas for nos 17 18 and 19 all six concertos
are photographically reprinted from the breitkopf hartel printed text still considered the
standard authoritative edition for the mozart concertos noteheads in this edition are large
enough to be read easily and margins and spaces between staves permit written notes
harmonic analysis fingerings and running measure numbers since mozart's piano concertos are
frequently performed in concert and there are several recordings currently available for each of
these pieces this edition is extremely useful for study reference and enjoyment

Don Giovanni Vocal Score
2013-06-10

romance murder and revenge mozart's masterpiece offers an ingenious blend of comic and
tragic elements in recounting the adventures of a dashing libertine reproduced from an
authoritative early edition

London Symphonies Nos. 99-104 in Full Score
1999-01-01

it was in his monumental 12 london symphonies composed between 1791 and 1795 that haydn
shaped the early form of the symphony and set the standard for later composers according to
the new grove's dictionary of music and musicians the appeal of these works stems from their
stature as grand symphonies embodying a broader presentation of musical ideas and themes
and motifs of a basic simplicity and immediate appeal the present volume contains the last six
symphonies in the series including the lively military symphony no 100 the delightful clock
symphony no 101 and the world famous london symphony no 104 scores included in this volume
are symphony no 99 in e flat major symphony no 100 in g major military symphony no 101 in d
major the clock symphony no 102 in b flat major symphony no 103 in e flat major dumroll and
symphony no 104 in d major london the attractive qualities of these works have made them
perennial favorites with musicians and concertgoers for over two hundred years now music
lovers can study and enjoy the elegant structure and polished orchestration of these enduring
masterpieces in this authoritative full score edition
L'enfance du Christ, Op 25. in Full Score

1999-01-01

unlike much of berlioz music this meditation on the childhood of christ is restrained lyrical and
delicate the three part work is scored for seven solo voices chorus and orchestra combining
dramatic action and theatricality with philosophical reflection and moments of serene
contemplation the singing text appears in french and german

Sonatas, Fantasies and Rondos Urtext Edition

2014-01-15

newly and painstakingly engraved by ephraim hammett jones the second part of this two
volume urtext edition completes the sonata cycle with nos 10 18 and also features the adagio in
b minor k 540

Slavonic Dances, Op. 72 / B. 147

2009-11-01

dvorak s second set of slavonic dances was composed in response to a request from his german
publisher n simrock in the wake of the tremendous popularity of the first set op 46 the brilliant
orchestration of the melodious folk inspired dances did much to establish dvorak s reputation as
a major orchestral composer the new study score offered here is a digitally enhanced reprint of
the score first issued in 1955 as part of the dvorak complete works by the czech state publishing
house snklhu edited by otakar sourek available now for the first time in an affordable easy to
read size

Complete music for wind ensembles

1999-01-01

intimate melodious and full of rhythmic life these works are reproduced from authoritative early
scores selections include septet op 20 sextet op 71 sextet op 81b octet op 103 rondino woo25
more

Manual of Practical Instrumentation

2005-01-01

renowned for his talents as organist and composer charles marie widor 1844 1937 was also a
professor at the paris conservatoire where his vast knowledge of counterpoint fugue and
orchestration benefited such students as honegger varèse milhaud and dupré in the course of
his four decades of teaching at the conservatoire he wrote this study of instrumentation the
technique of the modern orchestra which he viewed as a supplement to berlioz s celebrated but
dated treatise on the same subject full of insights and details not found in other manuals of
instrumentation widor s 1904 text presents a comprehensive catalog of the various abilities and
qualities of all the orchestral instruments it also features an abundance of practical advice
regarding instrumental combinations and relevant works to study this classic work represents an
invaluable reference for any student of orchestration

Little Preludes and Fugues

2008-01-01

specially arranged and edited by the esteemed musician giuseppe buonamici these pieces are
all in simple keys and feature helpful notes on fingering they provide excellent preparation for Bach's the well tempered clavier

**Overtures and Preludes**

1996-01-01

This handsome affordable volume includes the overtures to the Flying Dutchman and Rienzi the overture and introduction to Act III of Tannhäuser the Preludes to Acts I and III of Lohengrin the Prelude and Liebestod from Tristan and Isolde the Prelude to Act I of Parsifal and the Prelude to Act I of Meistersinger

**Concerto in B Minor Op. 61**

2013-10-01

This practice and performance edition of one of the most beloved pieces in the modern violin repertoire contains a piano reduction and a separate insert for the violin part

**Complete Keyboard Works**

1988-01-01

Series two of the excellent reprint of the Augener edition edited by Johannes Brahms and Friedr. Chrysander contains all of the 27 keyboard suites or ordres by the great French composer includes ordres 14-27 plus 8 Preludes and allemande from l'art de toucher le clavecin

**Petrie's Complete Irish Music**

2003-01-01

The work of 100 years and three generations of archivists this compilation which originally appeared in 1905 encompasses the musical wealth of a nation

**Great Romantic Violin Concertos**

1985-01-01

Three of the most popular romantic violin concertos performed today in one volume includes Beethoven concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D Major Opus 61 1806 Mendelssohn concerto for Violin and Orchestra in E Minor Opus 64 1844 and Tchaikovsky concerto for Violin and Orchestra in D Major Opus 35 1878

**Popular Classics for Violin and Piano**

2013-07-24

This rare collection features violin parts with separate piano reductions of works by Dvorak's Humoresque Schubert's Serenade Hungarian dance No 5 by Brahms plus pieces by Elgar Handel Saint Saëns Schumann Mendelssohn others

**Selected Music for Solo Piano**

2013-01-01

Original compilation spotlights works by an unjustly neglected composer sonata a sea idyll capriccio Nos 1 and 2 three miniature pastorals three poems Lament three sketches suite and
many others

Dances for Solo Piano

2013-09-19

this dover edition first published in 2013 is a new compilation of works by antonin dvoeraak reprinted from early authoritative editions title page verso

Complete string quartets and Grosse Fuge from the Breitkopf & Härtel complete works edition

1970-01-01

this affordable study score features beethoven s entire oeuvre of string quartets includes 6 quartets of opus 18 3 quartets of opus 59 opuses 74 95 127 130 131 132 135 and grosse fuege meticulously reprinted from the authoritative breitkopf härtel edition

Complete piano rags

1988-01-01

reprinted from the publishers original editions offers all thirty eight piano rags by the respected master of the form along with the original sheet music covers

Complete piano trios and quartets and piano quintet

1991-01-01

splendid collection contains all eight piano trios the two piano quartets and the piano quintet reprinted from the definitive breitkopf härtel editions indispensable for pianists and chamber musicians

Johann Sebastian Bach

1992-01-01

this monumental study of johann sebastian bach ranks among the great classics of musicology since its first publication in 1873 80 it has remained the basic work on bach and the foundation of later research and study the three part treatment describes in chronological sequence practically everything that is known of the composer s life his ancestry his immediate family his associations his employers and the countless occasions on which his musical genius emerged author philipp spitta accompanies this biographical material with quotations from primary sources correspondence family records diaries official documents and more in addition to biographical data spitta reviews bach s musical production with analyses of more than 500 pieces covering all the important works more than 450 musical excerpts are included in the main text and a 43 page musical supplement illustrates longer passages despite the scholarly nature of this work it also has the rare distinction of being a study that can be read with considerable enjoyment and great profit by every serious music lover with or without a substantial background in the history of music or musical theory

Symphonies nos. 8 and 9

1984-01-01

few composers have achieved the widespread and lasting popularity of antonin dvo ak he was a
master of instrumentation and symphonic form composing a total of nine symphonies his most celebrated work symphony no 9 from the new world composed during dvořák’s three year stay in america echoes the folk spirit of his native czechoslovakia as well as american influences and is filled with the spontaneous melodic invention rhythmic variety and intensity of harmony that characterize his orchestral works the popular acclaim accorded the symphony from the new world tends to overshadow dvořák’s other symphonies but grove’s dictionary of music and musicians notes the interesting form folk spirit virile serenity of symphony no 8 the delightful freshness and uninhibited emotionalism of the composition have contributed to its lasting success the dover edition presents both symphonic masterpieces among the most popular works in the orchestral repertoire reprinted from authoritative editions in one inexpensive practical volume this full size easy to read score has been printed with generous margins to allow insertion of notes analyses etc the sturdy binding high quality of reproduction and affordable price make this volume ideal for musicians music students and music lovers in general

The Schubert song transcriptions for solo piano:
Winterreise ; Geistliche Lieder ; La rose ; Lob der Thränen ; Die Forelle

1996-01-01

of the many piano transcriptions franz liszt made of the works of other composers those he made of the songs of franz schubert are among his most inspired this volume contains the legendary pianist’s twelve transcriptions from schubert’s great song cycle winterreise along with the four songs of geistliche lieder and the beloved single songs la rose lob der thranen and die forelle these rare transcriptions offer a unique blending of classical inspiration with romantic virtuosity here liszt retained the intense lyricism and emotional impact of schubert’s songs as he transformed them into dazzling compositions for solo piano for generations pianists and their audiences savored the rich rewards of liszt’s memorable achievement even as the long awaited publication of this dover volume nineteen rare gems of the keyboard literature are once more available reproduced from extremely rare early editions

Complete Keyboard Works, Series Two

2013-09-29

series ii of excellent reprint of augener edition edited by brahms and chrysander contains ordes 14 27 plus 8 preludes and allemande from l art de toucher le clavecin

Bach’s the Art of Fugue & a Companion to the Art of Fugue

2013-01-01

complete score of the art of fugue plus extensive commentary features all 14 fugues plus the four canons the commentary outlines the fugues contrapuntal devices and offers keen observations on the composer’s craftsmanship

The Schubert Song Transcriptions for Solo Piano/Series II

2013-02-21

all 24 songs of schubert’s great song cycle winterreise along with the 4 songs of geistliche lieder and the beloved single songs la rose die forelle and lob der thranen
Judas Maccabaeus
1997-01-01
influential 18th century oratorio renowned for the beauty drama and brilliant originality of its arias duets and choruses authoritative german handel society edition text underlay in english and german

String quartets opp. 42, 50, and 54
1982-01-01
complete reproductions of op 42 in d minor op 50 nos 1 6 the prussian quartets and op 54 nos 1 3 first set of tost quartets reproduced from the authoritative eulenburg edition

Piano concertos nos. 1 and 2
1999-01-01
ambitious in scale highly original in both content and design these popular works exhibit brahms s mastery of the concerto reproduced from an authoritative source perfect for rehearsals and recitals

Domenico Scarlatti: Ninety Sonatas in Three Volumes
2012-01-01
volume ii of this critically acclaimed three part collection features introductory text and performance notes to 30 scarlatti sonatas from sonata xxxi to sonata lx the works appear in chronological order and with kirkpatrick numbers this urtext edition preserves the sonatas original presentation save for the addition of accidentals and the inversion of treble and bass clefs in accordance with modern practices and ease of playing

The Suites from the Fairy Tale Operas and Dubinushka
2014-08-20
original compilation includes the famous orchestral interlude the flight of the bumblebee as well as the suite from the tale of tsar saltan additional selections include suites from the golden cockerel and christmas eve as well as dubinushka op 62 suite all are reproduced from authoritative sources

Fantasies from Opera for Violin and Piano
2014-01-15
four fantasies each with separate violin part carmen fantasy for violin and piano fantasie sur la flute enchantee de mozart and fantasie brillante sur la marche et la romance d otello de rossini

Danse Macabre and Other Piano Transcriptions
2013-01-01
original collection features liszt s interpretations of his own totentanz plus saint saens danse macabre berlioz s dance of the sylphes from the damnation of faust weber s overtures to die freischutz and oberon and several other pieces
this collection of 44 pieces spotlights the works of important russian composers who popularized their native folk music contributors include michael glinka alexander borodin modest mussorgsky nikolas rimsky korsakov alexander scriabin and others

Violin concerto in E minor, op. 64

long one of the most beloved concertos in the violin repertoire this work features important formal innovations edited by leopold auer this authoritative practice and performance edition includes a separate removable violin part

VTAC eGuide 2016

the vtac eguide is the victorian tertiary admissions centre s annual guide to application for tertiary study scholarships and special consideration in victoria australia the eguide contains course listings and selection criteria for over 1 700 courses at 62 institutions including universities tafe institutes and independent tertiary colleges

Magnificat in D Major, BWV 243

bach composed the first version of this piece in 1723 using the key of e flat major for the christmas vespers in leipzig which contained several christmas texts over the years he removed the christmas specific texts to make it suitable for year round performance and transposed it to d major providing better sonority for the three trumpets which is the standard version of the work encountered today the magnificat is divided into twelve parts which can be grouped into three movements each beginning with an aria and completed by the choir the four movements from the original version have been transposed to d major and inserted in their original order for those wishing to have the omitted christmas texts this newly engraved study score is based upon the composer s manuscript and other authoritative sources imslp page wikipedia article

Study Scores of Historical Styles

1986